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INTRODUCTION

Thank you Stephanie for that kind welcome. It is a real honor and pleasure for me to be here today with all of you, breathing the fresh air of a cool morning in Vermont.

I thought I should start this keynote presentation by suggesting that for a minute we look at ourselves from the perspective of how future generations will see us. I will submit to you there is a disconnect between how we see ourselves and how we will be seen (and judged) by future generations.

If we take a moment to look back and think about the practice of slavery and humans as property, or perhaps look at the dark ages and secret trials. We think about these as barbaric practices, but they did not happen that long of a time ago. When we see ourselves today, I think most of us will have an image of “well, we’re certainly somewhat sophisticated,” and as Dean Mihaly put it: “educated.” Many of us wear a tie to appear respectful. But how will we be seen in the future? What are the kinds of issues that we are accepting and practicing and causing in the world today?

We are witnesses to unprecedented levels of inequality, destitution, and environmental deterioration. Much has been said about climate change and the apocalyptic future it will bring about; for many that dire future is already present. Much has been written about the global public health
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crisis caused by exposure to chemicals and hazardous wastes,\textsuperscript{5} and about the fact that we as humanity are causing, as it is called, the sixth wave of biodiversity loss involving an unprecedented loss of species.\textsuperscript{6} For many of these species there is no tomorrow, there is no later, there is no coming back.\textsuperscript{7} So we as humanity are responsible for that extinction. How will that fact be seen by future generations? Do we still look that respectable? Is there a disconnect there?

The magnitude of the forces at play today is unprecedented, and so for that same reason, our response to those forces needs to be unprecedented. That is where human rights and the environment come into play: as new tools to address contemporary realities.

This morning I expect to lay out the general elements and boundaries of the human rights and environment field, so that the panels can delve deeper into specific issues. And so by way of roadmap, I will start laying out the evolution of human rights and the environment since its inception. That background will help determine what is the current state of play. Second, I will talk about lessons we have learned. Have we learned anything in the last four or five decades? Finally, I will address some of the challenging debates over the global recognition of the right to a healthy environment and conclude.

I. EVOLUTION OF THE LAW ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The evolution of human rights law as it pertains to the environment finds its point of departure in the seminal declaration adopted in Stockholm by the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment. This conference took place in 1972.\textsuperscript{8} Much has been said about this conference but there is one point that I think needs to be highlighted. The Stockholm conference and resulting declaration were able to place a narrative in the
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collective imagination of humanity, a narrative about why the environment is important, both as a national and international issue. The environment, prior to that, was peripheral to policymaking; it was not on the radar of high politics or social interaction. The Stockholm Conference brought the environment into the spotlight.

The Conference had to address severe tensions between national sovereignty, on the one hand, and the recognition of the environment as an issue of legitimate international concern, on the other. It had to confront significant skepticism by much of the developing world that the environmental agenda was being driven by the North, the industrialized North, so as to keep the South from developing. It was feared by many that neo-colonialism and neo-imperialism were all cloaked in the dress of environmental policy. At the same time there were real environmental issues that brought humanity together to think about the Earth as a shared space. The recognition of the environment as an issue of international concern thus led to the legitimacy of international action in this field. How to mediate that tension between national sovereignty and international action? That’s where the environmental narrative of Stockholm succeeded in many respects, of which I will highlight three: the environmental rights revolution, the inception of the notion that the environment is a precondition for the enjoyment of human rights, and the opening of the debate on the right to a healthy environment.

The environment began to be seen as an issue of priority in many states, and this perspective led to unprecedented normative and institutional developments. Environmental ministries were created around the world, and so were environmental commissions, environmental laws, framework laws, environmental assessment laws, et cetera. Perhaps the most important legal development for the purposes of human rights in the environment lies in the fact that, after the Stockholm Conference, this narrative led many countries to amend their constitutions—the framing of the basic social contract and the values enabling society—to incorporate environmental considerations in them. These references to the environment in national constitutions were often formulated as a duty of the State for environmental protection or as an individual or collective right that was
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enforceable in courts. 12 Back in 1994, there was a study by the United Nations that identified about 60 constitutions having environmental rights. 13 Today, there are about 140 constitutions that have environmental rights written into them. 14 This process that began in 1972 has been termed the “Environmental Rights Revolution.” 15

Stockholm was also relevant for human rights and the environment because of the inception in the human consciousness of the notion that the environment is a precondition for the enjoyment of human rights. This notion has far reaching conceptual implications, including the idea that the environment is the infrastructure for civilization. This notion also brought to light the environmental underpinnings of the historical and physical context of the human rights project. 16 And so quite plainly there is no possibility of talking about the meaning of the right to life in an environment that is so polluted it does not enable life. At that essential level of interaction between human rights and environment, Stockholm was a success.

A third element that is worthy of note from Stockholm, in addition to influencing the reform of national constitutions to secure environmental rights and affirming the notion of the environment as a precondition to the enjoyment of human rights, is that it opened the debate on human rights and the environment and particularly on the formulation and recognition of a right to a healthy environment. What is the content of said right? How can it be operationalized? This debate included objections to the recognition of the right to a healthy environment, several of which I would like to address in the coming minutes. 17

For one, there was the issue of quality control. Many in Stockholm, even the United States government (which subsequently changed its position), came to the Conference advocating for the recognition of a new
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17. See Alan Boyle, The Role of International Human Rights Law in the Protection of the Environment, in HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 43, 63 (Alan E. Boyle & Michael R. Anderson eds., 1996) (“It is less clear whether, over and above existing human rights, there is any need for a separate, generic right to a decent, viable, or satisfactory environment or for the reconceptualization of international law into the international law of environmental rights.”).
human right to a healthy environment. And so many asked: do we need some kind of quality control for the recognition of new rights? Can we just proclaim rights and expect them to be recognized? What kind of considerations go into the recognition of a new right? The so-called debate of quality control is ongoing.

This question of quality control is also relevant because once a right is recognized, implementation is expected to follow. That it will not be just a U.N. paper formulation but that the right will have meaning to people and the environment.

In this regard, the argument is often made that governments are already overwhelmed with the existing set of rights and lack the ability and the resources for implementation. Recognition of new rights, so the argument goes, could dilute the whole human rights project by compromising the realization of already recognized rights, thereby undermining its purpose. In other words, recognizing new rights can be counterproductive. And so the debate goes.

Another issue that has been deeply debated is the justiciability of the right to a healthy environment. Can the right be formulated with a sufficient degree of concreteness in order for it to be justiciable? Can courts address it in any meaningful way? This debate, while vibrant in its early stages, has lost much of its relevance with the decades of experience in the justiciability of economic, social, and cultural rights. While the emphasis of civil and political rights is on the negative obligation of the state not to interfere in the affairs of the citizens, economic, social, and cultural rights involve an emphasis on positive action, including legislative measures and

20. See Alexandre Kiss, An Introductory Note on a Human Right to Environment, in ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW: NEW CHALLENGES AND DIMENSIONS 199, 201 (Edith Brown Weiss ed., 1992) (“[T]he right to environment is as concrete in its implications as any other right guaranteed to individuals . . . . [The individual] has access to adequate means of redress, either for the violation of these rights or in order to obtain satisfaction if his or her environment has already suffered damage.”).
the implementation of programs to fulfill the rights. 22 And environmental protection, in many ways, falls under that framing because attaining adequate levels of environmental quality requires positive action, including policies and legislation. Experience has shown that a number of courts around the world have been able to articulate doctrines that enable the justiciability of economic, social, and cultural rights (ESCR). 23 These developments have dissipated this cloud that was at some point forming around ESCR that did not consider them as real rights; that considered ESCR as programmatic aspirations and therefore not justiciable. 24 Experience has shown that actually economic, social, and cultural rights can be justiciable. 25 Experience has also shown that courts around the world have given the right to a healthy environment a justiciable content. 26

Yet another element in the debate was the difference between individual and collective rights. This difference also ties in with remedies for past harm and prospective measures of prevention. Human rights at that time were quite concerned, and still are of course, with the individual; the protection of its autonomy and its dignity, especially against the powers of the state. The idea that collective rights could also be termed human rights was dissonant to many. Again, experience has shown that in a number of areas, collective rights have been recognized and have been enforced. For example, the adoption of Convention 169 on indigenous peoples’ rights by the International Labor Organization clearly articulates collective rights, including in relation to culture, land and territories. 27 Similarly, the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 2007 after 25 years of negotiations, establishes that States shall cooperate with indigenous peoples through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior, and informed

consent before adopting and implementing measures that may affect them.  

These rights, by virtue of their own very nature, are of necessity exercised by the individual in connection with its community, and an individual can only meaningfully enjoy them within a cultural context.  

Closely linked with the debate on collective and individual rights, another challenge brought forth by the integration of human rights and the environment is the notion of humanity as a holder of rights and duties, including with respect to the rights and interests of future generations. This framing forces the human rights system to think about humanity in the aggregate, and that is not something that the human rights system can easily do because it is designed to address protection of the individual, and groups in certain instances, but not necessarily that macro level of humanity. The notion of erga omnes obligations and the emergence of doctrines on an international law for humankind are beginning to widen the frames of references for human rights in this regard.  

Perhaps one of the most hotly contested points of the debate that was sparked in Stockholm with respect to the right to a healthy environment concerns universality. How can a right to the environment be proclaimed as universal when environmental conditions are so different around the world? Moreover, societies enjoy different levels of development, and so they apply differing standards to manage and relate to their environment. This contention regarding the lack of universality of the right to a healthy environment was used to object to the recognition of the right. An answer to this argument can be found in the notion that all human rights are expressed in levels of abstraction and are thus in need of specification in concrete historical circumstances. That process of specification involves cultural and environmental conditions, so it is expected that there will be differences in the implementation of universal human rights across regions, cultures, religions, linguistic traditions, and other differences that enrich the mosaic of humanity. The process of translation and acquisition of meaning of a general and abstract right into a defined historical societal setting does

not negate the universality of the right. On the contrary, that process of specification affirms the relevance of culture, not as an excuse to deviate from or disregard human rights (as has often been argued by oppressive regimes), but as the critical element in making a right meaningful for its realization in a specific society. These same ideas of specification, meaning, and realization apply to the right to a healthy environment.

Yet another element of the debate concerned the challenge that a right to a healthy environment is undemocratic because it transfers competencies from the legislature to the courts. It was argued that the legislature is concerned with public policy, including environmental policy, and the interests of society as a whole, while the courts deal with conflicts between individuals, as well as protection of individual rights.32 Again, here experience has shown a couple of things. One, that courts have been quite capable of dealing with broad policy issues as they relate to the environment.33 Second, that the core element of the right to a healthy environment concerns the ability of people to participate in environmental decisionmaking, to have access to the information that they need to prevent environmental harm, to participate in debates, in societal dialogue regarding environmental risk; and to access courts if there are instances of environmental violations.34 These core elements are the basis of democratic decisionmaking because they enable meaningful involvement of people in public affairs that concern their lives. Accordingly it is very hard to argue that the right to a healthy environment is undemocratic. It seems to be the other way around: that the right to a healthy environment is a key element in the democratization of power with respect to environmental decisionmaking.

Along those same lines, the inclusion of the right to a healthy environment in the catalog of protected rights in a national constitution elevates the environment within the hierarchy of values of that society.35 And thus, when it comes to enforcement and justiciability, then we can see how democracies around the world are balancing fundamental rights in ways that no longer regard the environment as a marginal issue but at the same level as other important and recognized values.

32. See Boyd, supra note 14, at 4–5 (explaining that this argument is not always true as constitutions protect individual rights and courts protect human rights and the constitution).
33. Id. at 106, 252.
I wish to mention a couple other points on this debate over the recognition of the right to a healthy environment. Many environmentalists and others were opposed to the idea of a human right to the environment because of its markedly anthropocentric character. A right so formulated would see reality from the perspective of humans and potentially disregard a biocentric perspective or nature in its own right. In regard to this objection, cases that have been brought before courts of law in respect to the right to a healthy environment demonstrate that it is not only humans that benefit from a clean environment, but also the environment itself. There have been instances where purely environmental matters have also been protected through this tool. This said, a human rights frame involves limits to the protection of the environment per se. For this reason and others, this debate is still ongoing, and for example a new paradigm focused on the rights of nature has emerged and already made its way into the Constitutions of Ecuador and Bolivia.

Another element in connection with the right to a healthy environment concerns its symbolic value. We could ask: why did the drafters of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights not include environmental rights within the universally recognized rights? One answer is that drafters were not aware of the importance of the environment for the realization of rights. This awareness has come about as a result of human experience with environmental harm and the narratives that have been placed in the human imagination and consciousness by international conferences on the environment. Entrance into the field of visibility by an idea can make the difference between seeing and blindness, and in the face of the grave environmental challenges facing humanity in the Anthropocene, it can make the difference for the concrete and experiential affirmation of dignity for millions of people. It is not just raw power built on weapons that keeps structures of authority in place; perceived legitimacy on the basis of fundamental values keeps a society together. As pluralism inspires the construct of a collective human consciousness in a global society, the

39. See Rebecca Bratspies, Do We Need a Human Right to a Healthy Environment?, 13 SANTA CLARA J. INT’L L. 31, 45, 53, 57, 67 (2015) (noting that the right to a healthy environment is important on an international level because it serves as a catalyst for building awareness and motivating action).
symbolic affirmation of our collective right to live in an environment capable of sustaining human civilization cannot be discounted as a mere aspiration.

One final point I wish to make on the debate over the recognition of the right to a healthy environment is that it concerns not just rights but also responsibilities. This frame gets us back to thinking about future generations and how “we” will be seen (and judged) by “them.” A human rights and environmental approach aims at articulating compelling answers to the question concerning our responsibilities towards future generations. The proposal for the establishment of a U.N. High Commissioner on Future Generations, mirroring similar developments at the national level, moves in this direction in an institutional setting, for example. The question, however, does not only involve collective elements, but also poses the issue of individual responsibilities, which call upon each one of us to examine our choices and decisions with a view to asserting how they may influence those that will come.

Coming back to Stockholm, if we identify its key contribution as its ability to place a narrative in human consciousness, then we may ask what happened since in the evolution of the law on human rights and environment? The chronology takes us to the U.N. Conference on Environment and Development, the so-called Rio Earth Summit, in 1992. What are some of the highlights of that Conference, 20 years after Stockholm?

II. THE RIO EARTH SUMMIT

It has been noted that not much happened with respect to human rights at Rio. Nevertheless, the Earth Summit articulated a number of principles, the Rio Declaration, which have had a strong influence on the human rights and environment debate. Again here, the principles provide a narrative that integrates environment and development, and this intellectual construct is significant to human rights and the environment for several reasons.


A first point I wish to highlight is the formulation of Principle 10 concerning environmental democracy. According to Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration, environmental issues are best handled with the meaningful participation of the people concerned. Principle 10 thus affirms access rights: access to information, participation, and justice in environmental matters. This affirmation of principles is quite significant because the old vocabulary of “development” gives way to a new paradigm of “sustainable development,” which was endorsed by the international community at the Rio Earth Summit.

According to the new formulation, (sustainable) development is no longer a top down decisionmaking process driven by dictators or bureaucrats in national capitals or in the offices of international financial institutions. Instead, development is recast as a participatory process, one where society comes together in dialogue to address its challenges. We are still seeing the implications of this change of paradigm today and the challenges of implementation.

A second angle I would highlight from Rio is the so-called “greening of human rights.” The Rio Declaration recognized integration as the key element of the new sustainable development paradigm. Neither the environment nor development could continue to be seen as isolated spheres or tracks of human activity. The environment had to be integrated with development, including with respect to economic, social, and other dimensions of human interaction. This affirmation of principle further boosted efforts at the integration of human rights and the environment.

The greening of human rights focused on the environmental dimensions of the normative content of protected rights. This manifestation of integration was especially visible at the regional level, given the role of human rights systems in Africa, Europe, and the Americas.
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tasked with overseeing the implementation of and compliance with human rights instruments.  

One of the first cases involving the integration of human rights and the environment that was brought under one of these regional systems is the seminal López Ostra case in Spain.  

People in their homes would open their windows, and a very bad smell would enter their homes from the tannery next door.  

The tannery had been authorized by the government, but there had not been any kind of public discussion about it; the permit was just issued to the tannery.  

So people could not enjoy their home as a result of the stench. They tried environmental litigation in Spain, but to no avail.  

Could they address the issues in a human rights context in the European Human Rights Court? There they tried by framing the environmental problem as a human rights issue concerning the right to private life.  

After López Ostra, there have been many cases brought on the basis of a similar legal theory; cases involving airports and dams and chemicals and power plants, among many others.  

But the López Ostra case is significant because the court had to grapple with the question of whether it needed a new theory of environmental rights or whether it could apply human rights tools to resolve this new problem. And it chose the latter course of action.  

The court reasoned there was no need for a new theory since it could address environmental issues using human rights methodologies. What are those tools? They include positive obligations in relation to the duty to protect; balancing individual and societal interests under the frame of proportionality; and the margin of appreciation doctrine. The recognition of positive obligations by the State, in respect to protection of rights against interference from private parties, raises novel issues in the horizontal dimension of human rights law.  

In such cases involving positive obligations, proportionality becomes key to assessing the merits of the
case. Proportionality in balancing the interests of the individual and the interests of society, under the light of the margin of appreciation that is afforded by the court to the regulator in respect of environmental policy. So the tools of the European human rights system were applied successfully in López Ostra. As I mentioned there have been a number of cases there after that, and generally they follow the same theory of integration, a theory that has resulted in the greening of human rights in Europe.

In Africa, another seminal case came from Ogoniland, in Nigeria, oil corporations exploring and exploiting without adequate safeguards, without consulting communities, and communities suffering as a result. Environmental and human rights defenders were persecuted and murdered. The Ogoni case was brought before the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights back in 2002. In its analysis of the case, the African Commission put its faith in a procedural approach to the interpretation of the right to a healthy environment, which is explicitly recognized in the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. The Commission reasoned that individuals and communities should be informed about the risks associated with investment and development projects at the very least. This information would allow potentially affected people to participate in the decisions that are relevant to those projects.

Some have questioned whether faith in the procedural approach is warranted in certain contexts because in many ways this approach is contingent upon a functional state system. And in too many places in the world, the state only exists on paper. In many places the concept and reality of sovereignty is like a thin veneer, under which powerful forces are shaping a political economy that recognizes no law. In this depiction of reality, there is a battle raging over control of territory between corporations that attempt to profit from natural resources extraction and communities that seek to survive and foster an identity. The absence of the State from the territory, or the inability of state institutions to secure respect for access rights, renders the procedural approach ineffective. So if the law on human rights and environment is anchored on a fictional representation of reality,
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one premised on a functional State, then in actual fact the law will cease to be relevant and effective. That is what seems to be happening in many parts of the world, unfortunately.

This critique does not dismiss the procedural approach to the integration of human rights and the environment as irrelevant; rather it highlights its limits and weaknesses. It also raises the need to further explore the substantive contents of the right to a healthy environment implicated in the Ogoni case.

This greening of human rights that was sparked in the Rio Earth Summit also saw some important developments in the Americas. Given the significant presence of indigenous peoples in the region, it is no surprise that they brought cases to the human rights system that concerned their rights. The landmark case here is the *Awas Tingni (Mayagna Sumo)* case—a case involving Nicaragua, where the government issued a forest concession in the lands and territory belonging to the Awas Tingni communities without prior demarcation of the territory, without prior consultation, without providing information on the project.

This was another seminal case that allowed the Inter-American human rights system to understand the linkages between land, territories, culture, identity, human rights, and the environment. Both the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights have not only employed a procedural approach to the integration of human rights and the environment based on access rights to information, participation, and justice. They have also elaborated certain substantive elements in order to enhance the protection of the human rights regime and to ensure the survival of indigenous and tribal groups. This evolution can be traced from the *Awas Tingni* case and its recognition of the property rights of indigenous peoples over the lands they have traditionally used or occupied, together with the concomitant State obligation to demarcate indigenous peoples’ territories, all the way to another key case—the *Saramaka* case involving tribal peoples in Suriname. Also affected by a

---
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similar forest concession, in addition to mining concessions that affected water and access to food, which also had been granted without prior consultations, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights applied its jurisprudence on indigenous peoples to tribal peoples. 68 In its reasoning, the court considered that in light of the inextricable connection between indigenous and tribal peoples with their lands and territories, and in order to ensure the survival of the peoples concerned, the State, prior to approving an investment or development project, was required to observe certain safeguards. 69 A substantive element can be observed in this construct since the procedural approach may not be sufficient to secure the survival of the group. In other words, the system of protection of human rights cannot be circumvented by state officials that approve projects simply after going through the motions of a specified procedure of risk assessment and consultations, since a substantive approach to human rights and the environment also upholds the survival of groups that so depend on their environment. In that sense, the requirement of free and prior informed consent with respect to projects imposing significant threats should be seen not only as an element of a procedural approach, which it also is by way of its implication of the rights of information and participation, but should also be seen as a substantive element of protection that places the ultimate decision over a project in the hands of those that stand to lose their lives and livelihoods as a result.

These examples show that in these three regions, where there are international mechanisms for human rights accountability—although with serious limitations it must be said—the greening of human rights has been brought about by the initiative of civil society. By people, by individuals like you and me, who have resorted to courts of law to place and change the agenda of what it means to implement sustainable development. These changes in normative standards have resulted not from enlightened government officials (which of course there are and we need more of them) but by the citizens that use the courts. This type of empowerment by individuals, communities, and civil society is precisely the kind of transformative change that was anticipated and has been enabled by Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration.

A third element I wish to highlight very briefly regarding the legacy of the Rio Earth Summit, in addition to environmental democracy and the greening of human rights, could be described as commonality of principles.

69. Id. at para. 96.
There has been great progress in identifying which principles are common to the human rights and environment fields, including with respect to their synergies and cross-pollination. Principles such as prevention, precaution, non-regression, and environmental impact assessments are playing increasing roles in the adjudication of cases by national courts and human rights mechanisms and tribunals.\textsuperscript{70}

This quick overview of the historical evolution, including its inception at Stockholm and the legacy of the Rio Earth Summit, raises the question as to what is the state of play in the law on human rights and environment.

III. STATE OF LAW ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Where are we today on the state of human rights and environmental protection? The state of play could be described in reference to landscape, theoretical interactions, normative content, and lessons learned.

\textit{A. Landscape}

Today we find ourselves in a very broad normative and institutional landscape. We have global human rights treaties and treaty bodies that have commented on the environment, including the General Comments on housing, water, standard of living, food, cultural life; the list goes on.\textsuperscript{71} We have seen how the special procedures of the Human Rights Council, including special rapporteurs and independent experts, have pronounced on the environment.\textsuperscript{72} Today the Human Rights Council, previously called the Human Rights Commission, has addressed environmental issues and human rights as they relate to toxic waste,\textsuperscript{73} chemicals,\textsuperscript{74} food,\textsuperscript{75} water,\textsuperscript{76}
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indigenous peoples,\textsuperscript{77} business and human rights,\textsuperscript{78} and internal displacement.\textsuperscript{79} The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) has included human rights and the environment as an agenda item in its Montevideo IV program for the development of environmental law.\textsuperscript{80} This is the program that informs UNEP’s activities in the area of environmental law.\textsuperscript{81}

Of particular note, the Human Rights Council has created a special procedure, first as an independent expert and now as a special rapporteur, focused on human rights and the environment, with the mandate to clarify human rights obligations with respect to environmental protection.\textsuperscript{82}

The establishment of an institutional locus that could focus the attention of the U.N.’s human rights machinery on the environment was a development that took more than 20 years in the making. For the first time in 1989, the then Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities began addressing human rights and the environment.\textsuperscript{83} While the Sub-Commission did not succeed in convincing its parent body, the then Commission on Human Rights, to adopt the results of its work, it nevertheless contributed to clarifying several important angles in the human rights and environment interface.\textsuperscript{84} For example, the Sub-Commission addressed legal foundations; the right to development; participatory democracy; vulnerable groups; and peace, security, and armed conflict. We thus see a long history and a broad landscape.

\begin{footnotes}
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\item[78.] Id. at paras. 47, 53.
\item[79.] Id. at paras. 52.
\item[83.] See generally Ksentini, supra note 12 (containing a set of draft principles on human rights and the environment).
\item[84.] Id.
\end{footnotes}
Also at the regional level, as noted earlier, there has been dynamic activity on human rights and environment, including the drafting of treaties, pronouncements by the regional human rights courts and commissions, and expert seminars. And at the national level, constitutional developments have been key in fostering a jurisprudence on the protection of rights. National human rights institutes are also becoming involved in human rights and environmental issues.

The human rights and environment issue has become cross-thematic. It has begun to address transnational corporations, international financial institutions, and military activities. So we see an expanding area of law involving numerous thematic interfaces and levels of analysis as well as multiple actors and spaces for action, debate, and standard-setting. That is by way of landscape.

B. Theoretical Interactions

By way of theoretical interactions, we find the now universally-endorsed recognition that environmental protection strengthens human rights and that respect for human rights advances environmental protection. The mirror image of this fundamental recognition holds that environmental deterioration undermines the enjoyment of human rights, while the denial of human rights undermines the ability of a society to adopt strong environmental policies.

In the elaboration of theoretical interactions there has been a particular focus on vulnerable populations and on transboundary issues. The focus on vulnerable people responds to one of the key elements of a rights-based approach that affords priority to the plight of the vulnerable, of those who suffer from environmental harm. The focus on transboundary issues rests

86. Id.
89. See Anton & Shelton, supra note 87, at 779 (explaining that the use of military intervention is unacceptable for resolving environmental disputes).
on the interaction between key principles of international environmental law, such as the duty to avoid causing significant transboundary harm, and extraterritorial obligations in human rights law.91

C. Normative Content

These are key elements of the state of play in the field; what we know today after decades of activity and research. In the context of law specifically (since we are in a law school, I will also talk about law) there have been important developments in clarifying the normative content of rights. For example, what is a State bound to do to respect and promote the right to life, the right to health, the right to private life, and the right to property? Key elements concern how to address risk, including: providing information in the face of risk; regulating risks that become known; and confronting risks through participatory processes.

Another key principle with respect to State responsibilities in the field is that of non-regression in the levels of protection against risks—the notion, legally expressed, that societies should not scale back their levels of protection but incrementally move them forward as science, technology, and awareness progress.

Another important principle is that of special measures of protection owed to vulnerable groups. Children, for example, because of their biological characteristics, are more sensitive to certain chemicals and the environmental legal framework should respond to this reality. Also, special measures of protection are due to indigenous peoples given the legacies of historical discrimination and the current threats against lands and territories by non-state actors.

The analysis of normative content can also point to limits in the exercise of jurisdiction with respect to human rights and the environment. Interconnectedness can only take us so far. Today, we understand that humanity is a part of nature that connects with other sentient beings and the totality of life. But in the exercise of jurisdiction, the human rights approach
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to environmental protection will focus on the impacts on humans.\textsuperscript{92} Would an environmental impact, which may affect humans at some point in the future through interconnectedness but does not negatively affect people presently, be cognizable in the human rights frame? That is one of the limits still today. We have not yet elaborated a viable theory of interconnectedness that could enable the exercise of jurisdiction with respect to cases involving environmental harm but less apparent risk or harm to humans.

\textit{D. Lessons Learned on Human Rights and Environment}

If that is the state of human rights and the environment in broad strokes, what are some of the lessons that have been learned in this debate? I have already addressed several of these lessons above in the discussion on the right to a healthy environment. Here, I wish to recap and delvedeep er on the issue of justiciability. To recap, the strict legal nature of a right to environment has been questioned, in light of uncertainties regarding its holder, duty-bearers, scope, and content.\textsuperscript{93} In addition, the argument was made, and sometimes it still is made, that economic, social, and cultural rights, including the right to a healthy environment, are non-justiciable because they concern broad policies and do not concern individual rights.\textsuperscript{94} Instead, so the argument goes, the right to a healthy environment is justiciable only in connection with other rights, such as in relation to the environmental dimensions of the right to life or the environmental dimensions of the right to health.\textsuperscript{95} This “connectivity theory,” as it is sometimes termed, is limited in virtue, however, because it excludes the possibility of identifying the specificity of a given right.\textsuperscript{96}

In this regard surfaces the question: what is specific, what is unique to the right to a healthy environment? It may be its ability to bring together under one single umbrella the normative content of the variegated rights affected by environmental harm. This normative consolidation, as it were,
may help with the implementation of the right to a healthy environment, and given the need for additional legal tools to address the environmental crisis we are confronting, added strength to implementation could only be welcome.

Another lesson that I would submit has been learned is that collective rights have been recognized within the human rights universe. This development has been particularly fruitful with regards to the rights of indigenous peoples over their lands and territories. In this realm there has been increasing activity at the regional levels, both in Africa and in the Americas.97 Similarly, the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples mentioned earlier serves as a testament to the individual and collective dimensions of human rights law and policy.

Yet another lesson is that the linkage between human rights and the environment is not just about procedures. Information, participation, and justice as “access rights” that enable a dialogue are doubtless critical to the ability of a society to coalesce, and in that regard they are recognized as civil and political rights that establish the cornerstones of democracy. But access rights are not enough to successfully meet environmental threats. The integration of human rights and environment also involves a focus on substantive outcomes, on the state of environmental quality. There is an element of irony in that Western democracies have the most sophisticated environmental procedures in the world, and yet, the Rio Declaration and other international pronouncements, including the Future We Want resulting from the Rio+20 U.N. Conference on Sustainable Development,98 recognize that the pressures on the global environment have been put by the Global North, which bears the responsibility to clean it up and to lead in addressing environmental issues.99 In that sense, there is a commonality in the principle of Common But Differentiated Responsibilities (CBDR) and the urgent need to go beyond procedures and achieve substantive outcomes in environmental quality, especially on climate change and chemical pollution. The importance, as well as the limits, of procedures; that much I will submit we have learned.100
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And I will also say that we have learned that law is not a panacea, but we probably knew that already. That a functioning state and rule of law—an independent judiciary, freedom of expression, and freedom of assembly—are essential to meaningful realization of human rights. If environmental and human rights defenders are persecuted, harassed, assassinated, or tortured for mobilizing communities in defense of rights, well, then the rule of law breaks down and human rights and the environment break down.

IV. GLOBAL RECOGNITION OF THE RIGHT TO HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

The last theme I would like to address in this Keynote remark concerns the current movement toward the global recognition of the right to a healthy environment. This is, I would say, the challenge today, the horizon as it were. We have come a long way in the integration of human rights and the environment, but this element is still missing. The right to a healthy environment has been incorporated in numerous constitutions; as I mentioned, more than 140 constitutions around the world. And it has been empirically shown that this constitutional recognition has influenced the development of national legislation, influenced public interest litigation for the benefit of the environment and human rights, and improved environmental performance and environmental quality. So the legal tool works at the national level. Moreover, it can be argued that in the face of the global environmental crisis humanity needs new legal tools, and the right to a healthy environment at the global level is precisely one of such new tools.

So why the hesitance to recognize the right at the international level? I will suggest there has been great resistance because the right to a healthy environment is rather subversive. It is subversive on several grounds. For one, like other human rights, it implicates accountability, and most governments prefer not to account for their actions at the international level. It could even be argued that the internal logic of power tends towards concentration and secrecy. The need for checks and balances has long been understood as indispensable to control the exercise of authority and avoid tyranny. At the international level, we are witnessing a revival of national
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sovereignty after the demise of the Cold War and the emergence of a
policentric, or non-centric world.

Accountability for global environmental justice in a fragmented mosaic
of national sovereignties naturally raises concerns and resistance when the
nation state is the supreme locus of governance. To a large extent, the
debate over the right to a healthy environment is caught in a broader debate
as to the role of international human rights law in disciplining governmental
action. If the post-World War II momentum toward affirmation of
dignity led to the establishment of a new world order based on human rights, then
today we are seeing forces that wish to weaken international mechanisms of
protection.

At the same time, we are seeing the international community
globalized in unprecedented ways. The emergence of global civil society
and the globalization of certain fundamental values, such as those embodied
in the right to a healthy environment, are mobilizing peoples around the
globe. Information that flows across political boundaries enables people to
demand accountability for the globalization of environmental harm. In this
scenario, extraterritorial human rights obligations acquire prominence as a
key tool in rebalancing the international order and fulfilling the promise of
the human rights project. Examples abound, ranging from the dumping of
hazardous wastes in faraway countries where people are poor and, for all
purposes in the international system, where people do not matter because
they have no voice. Or climate change, where those making profits are not
the ones paying the price. Or the environmental crimes of States, a concept
discussed by the International Law Commission back in the 1970s and
1980s in the context of state responsibility for wrongful acts, in relation to
nuclear tests in the Pacific Ocean, the use of Agent Orange in Vietnam, and
other forms of environmental modifications in military activities.104 Or
environmental crimes of corporations in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo or Trafigura in the Ivory Coast, to name a couple.105

Globalization is raising elements of global solidarity here. And against
the demands by global civil society for global environmental justice, the
aversion of governments to international accountability largely explains the
resistance to the recognition of the right to a healthy environment.

How can that resistance be overcome? I will argue that it is only
through civil society mobilization because there are very powerful
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individuals and entities banking on environmental destruction. Changing the status quo will take an unprecedented level of mobilization and awareness.

There are other elements that explain the resistance. The right to a healthy environment has been perceived as subversive to certain longstanding principles held dear by the Global South. For example, the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources emerged from concerted political action by developing states in the 1960s and 1970s toward a new international economic order. Similarly, self-determination was written into the international covenants of human rights in order to further the new international economic order. In that vein, human rights already posed an injunction to the unfettered expansion of the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, since self-determination underscored the necessity of exploiting natural resources in the interest of national development and of the well-being of the people of the state concerned. And this emphasis of self-determination has implications both at the national level as well as the international level, with the aim of promoting human rights, social justice, and cooperation for development.

Moreover, the concerns over the right to a healthy environment find resonance in the fears expressed in environmental negotiations that affirmation of human rights can lead to environmental conditionalities and protectionism in disguise, which undermines self-determination as well as sovereignty over environmental policy and natural resources.

The tensions between fundamental principles are apparent in this debate: on the one hand, self-determination and sovereignty over natural resources and environmental policy, and on the other hand, human rights


and the environment driving a discourse of accountability and indicating that States can indeed be scrutinized for the decisions they make in respect to natural resources and environmental protection. This tension at the level of principles mirrors the longstanding tension between the exclusive domain of sovereignty and the legitimate sphere of international concern, and it also explains the paralysis in the recognition of the right to a healthy environment.

I will also note that mobilization towards the recognition of a right to a healthy environment has begun and is gaining strength on account of its discursive strength. The right to a healthy environment is rooted in a fundamental respect for life in its totality, as much as it implicates global human solidarity and consciousness that cut across time, cultures, and political boundaries.

And so if we turn back for a moment to the opening theme: is there a disconnect in how future generations will see us and how we see ourselves? In that sense, are we failing in our collective imagination? The example of the frog in a pot that begins to heat up but does not jump, or the example of the dolphins encircled by nets and then drown when they could have jumped over the nets—are we humans also failing from imagination and stuck in a governance structure that is causing this apocalyptic present and future? This is where the right to a healthy environment once again becomes relevant because it is an element of legitimization of power and authority; of the ideas that we accept or that we reject.

In a way, the right to a healthy environment opens new doors of perception to our self-awareness and our identity as humans by underlining our responsibilities toward future generations and toward life on the planet. What makes us humans? Just our DNA code? Is it the information, the knowledge, the culture that we have been able to construct and pass on over generations? A central element of that knowledge, of that culture, needs to be, if we are to address this crisis, our responsibility toward future generations and our responsibilities to this planet. Therefore, the right to a healthy environment becomes an element of our own consciousness and a key to the construction of our own identity.

The Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment has done great work in clarifying human rights obligations with respect to environmental protection. Many in civil society see that platform as laying the basis for the recognition of a right to a healthy environment. The response has been: what could the right to a healthy environment at the global level bring that has not yet been achieved by the greening of human rights, by the integration of human rights and the environment, by
environmental democracy, by national constitutions? A fair question, no doubt.

I will enunciate a couple things that can be achieved with the new right. It will bring all the normative content under the umbrella of one right; making it more simple, making it more effective, helping it in its implementation. It would also allow for international scrutiny of unsustainable environmental decisions. It would give victims of environmental harm a clear, strong, and legitimate basis to support their claims for environmental justice. It would enable international tribunals to continue refining jurisprudence on environmental rights, thereby providing a remedy to victims and guidance to States for implementation. It would also allow us to test the elements and limits of interconnectedness, in order to operationalize in law the fact that humans are not separate from nature but integral to it. The specificity of the right could then be under the spotlight for courts to further develop the right in the future.

Moreover, here in the United States it is conceivable that if the right to a healthy environment were recognized at the international level as an element of customary law, then it could become justiciable by way of the alien tort statute.\textsuperscript{109} The use of the alien tort statute has changed the dynamics in the business and human rights field significantly, and so profound changes in corporate practices could come about from said recognition.\textsuperscript{110} Similar developments could take place in other areas of the world. At the same time, there could be prospects for further evolution in our collective consciousness and the legal tools stemming from it.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

We are at 45 minutes, and like a good soccer match, it may be time for a break. So by way of stoppage time, I will conclude by noting that since Stockholm there have been many lessons that have been learned in the human rights and environment debate. And there are many unfinished agenda items that are coming up. For example, what does a rights-based
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approach mean for the design and implementation of multilateral environmental agreements? Should civil society be able to trigger and engage a compliance mechanism in multilateral environmental agreements? What do human rights contribute to the operationalization of the climate change regime as we move to the Paris Agreement? What would a right to a healthy environment mean for the obligations of transnational corporations?

While there are several outstanding agenda items, at the macro level human rights and the environment can be said to have been successful at bringing together two movements: the environmental movement that began looking at human rights approaches to secure remedy to victims of harm, and the human rights movement that has also begun to see that its standards can only be meaningful in a healthy environment that enables a life of dignity. At that macro level, the integration of human rights and the environment empowers civil society to confront the dire crises that humanity is facing today, so that perhaps in the future that disconnect of how we see ourselves today and how we will be judged may be bridged. The right to a healthy environment may be the glue that builds that bridge. Thank you very much.